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Evaluation of Reliability Parameters in Micro-Grid
H. Hassanzadeh Fard*, S. A. Bahreyni*, R. Dashti*(C.A.) and H. A. Shayanfar*

Abstract: Evaluation of the reliability parameters in micro-grids based on renewable
energy sources is one of the main problems that are investigated in this paper. Renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind energy, battery as an energy storage system and fuel
cell as a backup system are used to provide power to the electrical loads of the micro-grid.
Loads in the micro-grid consist of interruptible and uninterruptible loads. In addition to the
reliability parameters, Forced Outage Rate of each component and also uncertainty of wind
power, PV power and demand are considered for micro-grid. In this paper, the problem is
formulated as a nonlinear integer minimization problem which minimizes the sum of the
total capital, operational, maintenance and replacement cost of DERs. This paper proposes
PSO for solving this minimization problem.
Keywords: Forced Outage Rate, Micro-grid, Particle Swarm Optimization, Reliability.

1 Introduction1
Relatively low efficiency of thermal power plants and
10%–15% of energy losses in transmission and
distribution system makes centralized power generation
a large consumer of fossil fuels. Using renewable
energies, creating an appropriate consumption pattern,
electricity restructuring and utilizing distributed
generations are all valuable and useful ways to obviate
this problem [1, 2]. However, problems such as limited
space and development of networks, forming areas of
high density, low power quality and voltage instability,
large distance between the centers of production and
consumption, the subsequent loss of transmission lines,
the risk caused by the shortage of fossil energy
resources, and environmental issue, etc. led to the
change strategies of power generation development [3].
Obtaining the maximum potential of distributed energy
resources, a new architecture called micro-grid system
has been developed in recent years. Micro-grid power
systems are a type of energy system which uses local
power to meet the local loads and can be isolated from
or connected to the main grid. The main difference
between conventional distributed generation units and
micro-grid system is that distributed generations are
small power producers which are being near the energy
users, while in the micro-grids power producers and
loads are controlled and managed to obtain a
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simultaneous balance of power and local energy [4].
The main purpose of the electric power system is to
provide reliable and affordable energy for consumers
[5].
Various optimization techniques of hybrid systems
sizing have been done [6-11]. Reference [12] presents a
model for calculating the optimal size of an ESS in a
micro-grid considering reliability criterion. In [13]
optimal sizes for wind turbine, PV arrays and the diesel
generator in an islanded micro-grid have been
investigated. In [14] a novel intelligent method is
applied to the problem of sizing in a hybrid power
system such that the demand of residential area is met.
References [15-21] use optimization method to
determine the optimal size of each unit in the hybrid
system consists of renewable energy. Reference [22]
determines the optimal site and size of DGs in
distribution system considering the uncertainties in
output power of wind turbines and PV arrays. Reference
[23] presents a procedure to evaluate different PV
schemes considering the stochastic natures of the
insulation and the load. The reliability measures in
terms of Loss Of Load Hours (LOLH), the energy loss
and the total cost have been used as the indices for
evaluation of different schemes. Reference [24] sets up
a formulation to determine the optimal contract
capacities and optimal size of battery energy storage
systems for time-of-use rate customers. Reference [25]
proposes a heuristic technique for allocation of
distribution generation source in a distribution system.
The allocation is determined based on overall
improvement in network performance parameters like
reduction in system losses, improvement in voltage
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stability, improvement in voltage profile. The
optimization methodology proposed in [26] uses the
ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System) to
model the PV and wind sources. The optimized system
is also able to supply power to the load without any
renewable sources for a longer period, while
conforming to the desired LPSP. In [27-28]
optimization of a wind–PV integrated hybrid system is
presented. Based on Deficiency of Power Supply
Probability, Relative Excess Power Generated,
Unutilized Energy Probability, Life Cycle Cost,
Levelized Energy Cost and Life Cycle Unit cost of
power generation with battery bank, the method
addresses a specific location and employs an iterative
scheme. Optimum sizing of integrated system involving
diesel generator and battery bank for an isolated
electrical power generation is proposed in [29].
Reference [30] presents a new methodology using
Fuzzy and ABC algorithm for the placement of DG
units in the radial distribution systems to reduce the real
power losses and to improve the voltage profile. A
stochastic model for operational planning of smart
power system is presented in [31]. Reference [32]
attempts to evaluate distribution system efficiency
putting together different standpoints. In [33]
distribution marginal cost is obtained based on the
external factors such as governance, social behavior and
urban planning. These factors effect on consumers’
quality and reliability.
The aforementioned papers do not consider the
following factors in their studies: Forced Outage Rate
for wind turbines, PV arrays and converters, uncertainty
in output power of wind turbines, PV arrays and
demand of the micro-grid and also reliability
parameters, interruptible and uninterruptible loads in the
micro-grid.
In this paper optimization of the micro-grid based on
wind, solar, fuel cell and battery storage has been done.
Reasons for using these units include: solar and wind
units due to environmental conditions and use of clean
energy, fuel cells as reliable backup and batteries as
energy storages. Loads in the micro-grid consist of
interruptible and uninterruptible loads. FOR of each
component, some reliability parameters and also
uncertainty of wind power, PV power and demand are
considered for micro-grid. The optimization is carried
out via PSO algorithm. Section.3 expresses description
of the micro-grid components such as wind turbine, PV
arrays, fuel cell, battery storage, and system modeling,
section.4 describes the strategy of producing required
load in micro grid, section 5 explain micro-grid's cost,
the objective function is introduced in section. 6,
section.7 is about some reliability parameters, section.8
presents forced outage rate, section.9 describes
calculations of uncertainty. Section.10 presents some
simulation results. Finally conclusion of this study is
described.
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2 Description of the Micro-Grid Components
2.1 Wind Turbine
There are some relationships to calculate the output
power of wind turbine. The outlet energy of a turbine
could be calculated from its power-speed curve [34].
Reference [34] describes the power of the wind turbine
in terms of the wind speed:
; V <V cut −in ,V >V cut −off
⎧0
⎪
3
⎛ V −V cut −in ⎞
(1)
⎪
⎨ Prated ⎜
⎟ ; V cut −in ≤V <V rated
⎝V rated −V cut −in ⎠
⎪
⎪P
; V rated ≤V ≤V cut −off
⎩ rated
in which Vcut −in , Vcut − off , V , Vrated and Prated are cut-in
wind speed (m/s), cut-out wind speed (m/s), wind speed
(m/s), nominal wind speed (m/s) and the rated power of
wind turbine (kW), respectively. In this analysis, each
wind turbine has a rated capacity of 50 kW. Cost of one
unit is considered 60000 $ while replacement and
maintenance costs are taken as 50000 $ and $900/year.
Lifetime of a wind turbine is taken to be 20 years.
2.2 PV Array
The use of solar energy has been growing. Power
generation of solar systems depends on the solar
radiation. Solar arrays have simple technology, converts
directly radiation energy into electrical energy and has
low noise. The output power of the PV generator PPV
can be calculated according to the following equation
[35]:
(2)
PPV = N * Pmpv * Gt 1000
where PPV is the output power of PV arrays (W), Pmpv is
the rated power of each array under the condition
Gt = 1000 , Gt is the global irradiance incident on the
titled plane (W/m2) and N is the number of modules. In
this analysis, each PV array has a rated power of 1 kW.
The capital cost is considered 4000 $ for one unit, while
replacement and maintenance cost are taken as 3000 $
and 0 $/year respectively. Lifetime of a PV array is
taken to be 20 years.
2.3 Fuel Cell
A fuel cell is an electrochemical process in which
chemical energy stored in fuel, is directly converted to
DC power, without the need for turbines and generators
and without combustion or pollution. Fuel cell is one of
the new technology, which has good adaptability to the
environment and the energy transformation takes place
with high efficiency. In this paper the Proton Exchange
Membrane (PEM) fuel cell, which is well suited for
hybrid systems and micro-grid and has suitable function
temperature (80-100o C) [36], [37], is used. PEM fuel
cell is an environmentally clean power generator which
combines hydrogen fuel with oxygen from air to
produce electricity. The capital cost, replacement costs
and operational cost are taken as 3500 $, 3000 $ and
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175 $/year for a 1 kw system, respectively. Fuel cell’s
lifetime is considered to be 5 years.
2.4 Battery Storage
Given that output power of PV arrays and wind
turbines significantly depends on the weather
conditions, natural variations in wind speed and solar
radiation that can cause fluctuations in output power of
wind and solar units. Therefore, to use the maximum
capacity of wind turbines and PV arrays, the battery is
used as energy storage device [38]. Battery storages are
used for storing electricity by charging battery at time
when the electricity power generation is excess and
discharge in the day peak time or in the shortage of
energy supply. At any hour the state of battery is related
to the previous state of charge and to the energy
production and consumption situation of the system
during the time from t-1 to t. In all cases the storage
battery capacity is subject to the following constraints:

Ebat min ≤ Ebat (t ) ≤ Ebat max

(3)

where Ebat max and Ebat min are the maximum and
minimum allowable storage capacities. Ebat min is
determined by the maximum allowable depth of battery
discharge (DOD) as follows:

Ebat min = (1 − DOD) * Ebat max

(4)

2.5 Load Model
The
loads
consist
of
interruptible
and
uninterruptible. Interruptible loads are consumers who
agree to be interrupted, or whose consumption may be
reduced by the utility, in order to maintain system
security or to reduce micro-grid prices. The cost of
electricity interruptions has been estimated. The cost
that we use in our model for interruptible loads is 0.56
$/kWh and for uninterruptible loads is 5.6 $/kWh [39].
We assume that in each hour 10 % of loads are
interruptible and 90 % of loads are uninterruptible and
at any each hour micro-grid can interrupt only 10% of
uninterruptible loads subject to reliability constraint.

3 Proposed Model
Micro-grid studied in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.
We consider three situations for micro-grid: 1. power
generated by renewable energy (wind + PV) meets
demand, 2. over generation and 3. over demand.
A. Power generated by wind and PV meets demand
In this situation the power generated by the wind
turbine plus the power produced by the PV array is
equal to the demand, hence:
Pwind (t ) + PPV (t ) = ( PLoad (t ) / η DC / AC )
(5)
Ebat (t + Δt ) = Ebat (t ), PFC (t ) = 0
where Pwind (t ) , PPV (t ) and PLoad (t ) are output power of
wind turbines, PV arrays and demand of the micro-grid
respectively. η DC / AC is the DC/AC efficiency. Ebat (t )
and Ebat (t + Δt ) are stored energy in battery banks at the
time t and t+1. It is notable that the time steps Δt are
taken to be 1 hour in this study.
B. Over generation
The produced power of the wind turbine plus power
produced by the PV array are more than the demand.
The excess power is utilized for charging the
batteries. Equations are as follows:

Pwind (t ) ×η AC / DC + PPV (t ) > ( PLoad (t ) /η DC / AC )
Ebat (t + Δt ) = Ebat (t ) + [( P wind (t ) ×η AC / DC + PPV (t ) − (6)
PLoad (t ) /η DC / AC ) * Δt *η cha ]
PFC (t ) = 0
where η cha is the battery charger efficiency. If the
surplus produced power of PV arrays plus wind turbines
after charging batteries is overflowed, stored energy in
the battery banks according to Eq. (7) will be equal to
its maximum capacity:
Ebat (t ) = Ebat max
(7)
C. Over demand
The demand is more than the power generated by the
wind turbines and power produced by the PV array:

Pwind (t ) ×η AC / DC + PPV (t ) ≺ ( PLoad (t ) / η DC / AC )

(8)

In this situation we have two cases:
a. Available energy of battery banks and power
generation of wind turbine plus PV array can meet
demand.

Pwind (t ) ×η AC / DC + PPV (t ) + ( Ebat (t ) − Ebat min ) *η dech / Δt >
( PLoad (t ) / η DC / AC )

(9)

Therefore:
Ebat (t + Δt ) = Ebat (t ) + ( P wind (t ) ×η AC / DC + PPV (t ) −
PLoad (t ) / η DC / AC ) * Δt / η dech

(10)

PFC (t ) = 0
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of micro-grid.

where η dech is the battery discharging efficiency.
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b. Available energy of battery banks and power
generation of wind turbine plus PV array cannot meet
demand:
In this situation the battery banks are completely
discharged and the energy in the battery banks is equal
to Ebat min . Therefore, load requirements are supplied
from the fuel cell PFC :
Ebat (t + Δt ) = Ebat min

PFC (t ) = ( PLoad (t ) / η DC / AC ) − PPV (t ) − Pwind (t ) × η AC / DC (11)

− ( Ebat (t ) − Ebat min ) *η dech / Δt

In this state if the total produced power cannot
satisfy demand, first interruptible and then
uninterruptible loads are interrupted due to reliability
parameters.
First PSO finds the optimal size of each component.
Then uncertainty, Forced Outage Rate and reliability are
considered respectively according to Fig. 2.
3.1 Micro-Grid Cost
Economic comparison of projects is the most
important decision for managing purposes. The most
economic project should be considered according to
techniques and applications of engineering economy.
Present value method is the simplest and one of the
most important techniques of engineering economics.
Calculation of the present value of a financial process is
the conversion value of all future costs to the present
value of the project is being. We choose NPC for
calculation of the system. NPC of each component is
defined as [40]:
NPC = N * (capital _ cos t + replacement _ cos t * K
1
+ operation & ma int enance _ cos t *
(12)
CRF (ir , R )
y
ir * (1 + ir ) R
1
,K = ∑
R
(1 + ir ) − 1
(
1
+
ir
) L*n
n =1
L is the lifetime and N is the optimal number of each
component, ir is interest rate and R is the lifetime of
project.

CRF (ir , R ) =

PSO

Uncertainty

Forced Outage Rate

Reliability Parameters

Fig. 2 Considering the indicators.
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3.2 The Objective Function
The objective function is the sum of all net present
costs:
NPC = NPC wind + NPC PV + NPC battery + NPC FC − ref
(13)
+ NPC DC / AC + NPC AC / DC + NPC Pi + NPC Pui
where NPCPi and NPC Pui are net present cost for
interruptible and uninterruptible loads respectively.
The objective function must be minimized, which is
done by PSO algorithm in this paper.
3.3 Calculations of Uncertainty
With the advances in wind turbine technology, wind
energy can compete with other fuel-based energy
sources. But uncertain nature of wind speed is a
problem in the use of wind power production. This
problem makes it difficult to choose the optimal size of
wind turbines. To ensure system reliability, considering
the uncertainty of wind speed in the production of wind
power capacity is essential. Several methods have been
used to model the uncertainty of wind speed [41]. In the
presented method, the deviations for wind power, PV
power and loads are simulated similar to an actual
change wave by the following functions as presented in
[41]:

dPPV = 0.7 * PPV , dPwind = 0.8 * Pwind ,
dPLoad = 0.6 * Pload

(14)

Therefore, in this paper, the uncertainty of wind
power, PV power and demand are obtained using
multiplication of the random output fluctuation derived
from the white noise block in MATLAB/SIMULINK by
fluctuations on generation and loads. So the output
power of wind turbines, PV arrays and demand
considering uncertainty are obtained by following
equations:

PPV _ un = dPPV * noise + PPV

Pwind _ un = dPwind * noise + Pwind

(15)

PLoad _ un = dPLoad * noise + PLoad
3.4 Forced Outage Rate
The basic generating unit parameter used in static
capacity evaluation is the probability of finding the unit
on forced outage at some distant time in the future. This
probability was defined in Engineering Systems as the
unit unavailability, and historically in power system
applications it is known as the unit FOR. Forced outage
rates of generating units are known to be a function of
size and type of unit and therefore a fixed percentage
reserve cannot ensure a consistent risk. In this section
we consider forced outage rate for some components in
the micro-grid. The amount of FOR for PV arrays
( FORPV ), wind turbines ( FORwind ) and converters
( FORconv ) are equal to 4%, 4% and 0.11% respectively
[39].
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Pwind _ FOR = Pwind × Awind

(16)

PPV _ FOR = PPV × APV

(17)

where Awind and APV are availability of wind turbines
and PV arrays. For considering forced outage rate for
converters, efficiency of converters is multiplied by
availability of converters Aconv obtained by following
equation:
(18)

3.5 Reliability
Several indices have been proposed for estimating
the reliability of systems [14, 42]. Some reliability
parameters are commonly used for systems with hourly
demand and supply data. LOLE, LOEE, LPSP and ELF
are some of them that considered in this paper.
These parameters are defined by the following
equations:

LOLE = ∑ E [LOL(t )]
N

4 Numerical Study
In this paper, an IEEE standard curve with 500 kW
peak is used. Lifetime of the project is 20 years and
interest rate is considered 8%. The maximum allowable
depth of battery discharge is considered 0.8. In this
model 10% and 90% of loads are considered as
interruptible and uninterruptible loads respectively. In
this article, the optimum combination of the considered
micro-grid is calculated. This system is optimized using
PSO algorithm. Load curves, solar radiation and wind
speed are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
We assume two situations in this study: considering
the maximum number of fuel cell installed in microgrid, without any fuel cell.
500
Pload
450

(19)
400

t =1

where E [LOL(t )] is expected load not supplied at the
time t, which is defined by Eq. (20):

E [LOL ] = ∑ Ts × Ps

(20)

350
kw
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Aconv = (1 − FORconv )

outages and their magnitude [14], [38]. In this paper we
regard that ELF should be lower than 0.01.
ELF ≤ 0.01
(25)
Fig. 3 shows the proposed algorithm.

300

s∈S

250

where Ps is probability of state s, Ts is the load outage
time in this state, and S is the set of all possible states
for the system.

LOEE = EENS = ∑ E [LOE (t )]
N

200
150

(21)

100

t =1

where E [LOE (t )] is the expected amount of load in the
time interval t, defined by following equation:

E [LOE ] = ∑ Qs × Ps

N

∑ D(t )

D(t ) introduces the load at the time t. ELF is
described by:

1 N Qui (t )
∑
N t =1 Pui (t )

(24)

where Pui (t ) is uninterruptible load, Qui (t ) is loss-ofuninterruptible load and N is the number of hours. The
ELF contains information about both the number of
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where Qs is the loss of load in s condition. Loss of
Power Supply Probability (LPSP) is shown in Eq. (23):

LOEE

1000

(22)

s∈S
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0

Fig. 4 Load information.
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So output power of wind turbines and PV arrays
considering FOR can be calculated according to the
following equations [39]:
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Fig. 5 Solar radiation curve.
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Fig. 8 Energy fluctuate of battery banks.

Fig. 6 Wind speed curve.
45
Loss of Interruptible Load
40
35
30
25
kwh

4.1 Maximum Installed Fuel Cell 350 kW
The optimal size of each component is shown in
Table 1. Also, Table 2 shows the amounts of
interruptible and uninterruptible which are not
supported.
Considering penalty for interrupted loads, total cost
of the micro-grid becomes equal to 1.6364*107 $. Figs.
7-10 show the output power of fuel cell, energy of
battery storages, interruptible and uninterruptible loads
in each hour in which they are not supported.

20
15
10
5

Table 1 Optimal size of each component.
Fuel
Wind
PV
Battery
Cell
Turbine Array
Bank
349
19
1533
4798

0

Micro-Grid
Cost $
16.339M

0

1000

2000

3000

4000
5000
number of hour

6000

7000

8000

9000

7000

8000

9000

Fig. 9 Loss of interruptible loads in each hour.
40

Table 2 Optimal size of exchanged power, interruptible and
uninterruptible loads.
Uninterruptible
Interruptible
Loads (kWh)
Loads (kWh)
337.2166
1.339*103

Loss of UnInterruptible Load

35
30

kwh

25

350

20

Pfc

15

300

10

250

5

200
kw
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Fig. 10 Loss of uninterruptible loads in each hour.
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Fig. 7 Output power of fuel cell.
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When the power is between 3500-6500 output power
of PV arrays and wind turbine with available battery
storage energy can satisfy demand, so at these hours
fuel cells do not produce any power.
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We demonstrated that by removing the fuel cell,
micro-grid reliability does not decrease; the optimal size
of wind turbine, PV arrays and battery storage increases
to produce required power in the micro-grid. This is
because output power of wind turbines and PV arrays
has fluctuations.
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Fig. 11 The cost of micro-grid in terms of the iterations.

Also interruptible and uninterruptible loads are not
shed. When available battery storage energy with output
power of PV array and wind turbine cannot meet
demand fuel cell will inject power to the micro-grid.
When the total produced power in the micro-grid,
cannot satisfy the demand, first the interruptible loads,
and then the uninterruptible loads, are interrupted. The
amount of some notions of reliability is shown in Table
3. This table shows that ELF is in the acceptable bound.
Fig. 11 shows the system costs in terms of the iterations.
4.2 Without Fuel Cell
In this section, the fuel cell does not exist in the
micro-grid. Table 4 shows total cost of micro-grid and
optimal size of each component. Optimal size of
interruptible and uninterruptible loads is shown in Table
5. The amount of some reliability parameters is shown
in Table 6.
Table 3 Amount of some notions of reliability.
LOLE
(hr/yr)
20

LPSP
0.13771*10-3

LOEE
(MWh/yr)
0.33721

ELF
0.10226*10-3

Table 4 Optimal size of each component.
Wind
Turbine
29

PV
Array
2620

Battery
Bank
7446

Total Cost
$
20.5154 M

Table 5 Optimal size of interruptible and uninterruptible
loads.
Interruptible
Uninterruptible
Loads (kWh)
Loads (kWh)
230
40.968
Table 6 Amount of some notions of reliability.
LOLE
LPSP
LOEE
ELF
(hr/yr)
(MWh/yr)
4
0.016*10-3
0.04968
0.01*10-3
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5 Conclusion
In this paper a novel intelligent method is applied to
the problem of sizing in a micro-grid considering
reliability parameters, forced outage rate, uncertainty of
wind and PV power and required demand in the microgrid, and interruptible and uninterruptible loads for
micro-grid. When produced power in the micro-grid
cannot meet demand, first interruptible and then
uninterruptible loads are interrupted. Variations in wind
speed and solar radiation is the main problem with solar
and wind energy. Utilization of battery storage and fuel
cell as a backup will solve this problem. Fuel cell is a
reliable backup for the micro-grid. Output power of fuel
cell is constant so, in the absence of the fuel cells, the
number of PV and wind units will increase to
compensate the output power of fuel cell.
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